[Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopic Studies on the Coupling Effect of Multilayer Au@SiO2 Film].
The SiO2 shell with the thickness of 4 nm was attached onto high surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) active Au core nanoparticles to obtain Au@SiO2 core shell nanoparticles by the hydrolysis of sodium silicate solution with the boiling water bath. The inert shell of SiO2 isolated the direct interaction of Au nanoparticles and probe molecules. The stable, compact and uniform monolayer nanoparticles film was self assembled at water/oil interface, and one to six monolayers film was transferred to Si wafer as SERS substrates through layer by layer technique. The relationship between the SERS activities and layers of the monolayer nanoparticles film on Si surface was investigated. The SERS mapping was developed to determine the layers of the Au@SiO2 film. The coupling effect among the Au@SiO2 films was explored by changing the adsorption location of the probe on the multilayer films. The result revealed that the monolayer film was a favourable candidate with high-quality performances for the SERS application. The SERS signal was distributed on the surface with high uniformity at the same monolayer film, and it was enhanced in the intensity with the increase in film layers. It reached the maximun intensity as the film was over five layers. It indicated that the SERS signal was contributed mainly by the first five monolayers. The probe molecules were immobilized onto the first monolayer nanoparticles film, and the SERS signal from the probe approached to the maximum as the second monolayer covered the probe modified first nanoparticles film. It was dominated by the coupling effect ("hot spots") of the adjacent layers. The SERS signal decreased in intensity when the third layer was transferred onto the second layer, and it disappeared after the fouth layer was covered, mainly duo to the shield of the nanoparticles film to the incident laser and Raman signal. The preliminary results provided guidance for fabricating optimal SERS substrates.